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Figure 1.2: Then and now: The outer Solar System as it was known in 1930 on the

left, with the new addition of Pluto (Figure from Leonard, 1930). On the right is the

outer Solar System as it is known today, with each orbit with a < 30 AU represented

in green (Centaurs), a > 30 AU represented in blue (TNOs), Pluto highlighted in red

and the orbits of the giant planets shown for reference in black. Data from the Minor

Planet Center’s collection of Centaurs, TNOs and Scattered Disk Objects, found here:

http://www.minorplanetcenter.org/iau/MPCORB/Distant.txt

1930 2011
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Figure 1.1: History of minor planet discoveries, illustrating the cumulative

number of numbered minor planets known over time. Vertical dashed lines

mark (from left to right) the discovery of Uranus, discovery of Neptune, the

first use of photography for the detection of minor planets, and the start of

extensive automated CCD surveys for minor planets. Discovery data from

http://www.minorplanetcenter.org/iau/lists/NumberedPerYear.html
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The Kuiper Belt

•5-7 billion km from the Sun

•Fossil remnant of primordial disk of debris

•Helps us understand history of planet 
formation in the Solar System

•Big question: where did it come from?
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The Kuiper Belt

• Binaries in the Kuiper Belt:

• Let us measure mass, density

• Tell us about dynamics, history, collisions



Binary KBOs
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Solar (heliocentric) orbit

Binary (mutual) orbitPrimary
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Gemini North (8 meter)

CFHT (3.5 meter)



Hubble (2.4 m)

WIYN (3.5 m)

Palomar (5 m)

VLT (4x8 m)



Best-Fit Binary Mutual Orbits, 2000-2013
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Animation online at
http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/binary_movie.html

http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/binary_movie.html
http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/binary_movie.html
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Dynamics
• How can we determine something’s mass?

• Know size and density, calculate.

• Apply a known force, measure 
acceleration.

• Look for effects on nearby objects.

• Look for bending of light (lensing)

• Measure surface gravity



Dynamics

• How can we determine something’s mass?

• From Kepler’s Third Law:

•   M = 4π2 a3 / (G P2)



Dynamics

• Case study: Pluto

• When discovered in 1930, variations in 
Neptune’s orbit were blamed on Pluto

• Resulted in mass estimate = Earth

• In late 1970s, discovery of moon Charon 
revised mass down by a factor of 500, to 
less than half a percent of Earth mass



Dynamics

Charon

Pluto
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The Moon L5c02-b

0.
5o

Angular diameter comparison

Animation online at
http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/figures/moon.mp4

http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/figures/moon.mp4
http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/figures/moon.mp4


Dynamics
• How did binaries form in the first place?

• Three-body interactions

• Collisions

• Spin-up and fission

• Many-body interactions

• “They just formed that way” - 
gravitational collapse



(Many-body capture)

(direct collisional capture)



(exchange reactions)

(three-body capture)



(direct gravitational collapse)



“Hot” disk

Thick

Lots of random motion

• Makes binaries less efficiently

• Only tightly-bound binaries survive

• Random inclinations



“Cold” disk

Thin

Very little random motion

• Makes binaries more efficiently

• Wide binaries can survive

• Only low inclinations - only retrograde!



The Kuiper Belt
• How can we detect small things?

• Direct detection (takes a long time)

• Occultation

• Craters on large objects

• Binary survival

• Explosions!



The Kuiper Belt

• How can we detect small things?

• Direct detection (takes a long time)

• 1 km diameter object:

• 100 million times fainter than Pluto

• ~40,000 times fainter than first 
“normal” KBO found (1992 QB1)



The Kuiper Belt
• Occultations



The Kuiper Belt
• Occultations

Point source star

Finite source star

40 Hz sampling

Added noise



The Kuiper Belt
• How can we detect small things?

• Direct detection (takes a long time)

• Occultation

• Craters on large objects

• Binary survival

• Explosions!
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Binary crash-tests



16% albedo8% albedoKBO population extrapolated from 
observed large objects

KBO population limit(s) from binary survival
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α (luminosity-function slope) at R=1 km

HST occultation limit
(Schlichting et al. 2009)



α (luminosity-function slope) at R=1 km



<Pi> = 1.3x10-21  km-2  yr-1
 

α (luminosity-function slope) at R=1 km

<Pi> = 5.0x10-22  km-2  yr-1
 

30-100 per year



The Kuiper Belt

• The “Nice Model”

• A favored scenario for explaining a 
number of features in the Solar System: 
Giant planet orbits, Kuiper Belt and 
Jupiter Trojans, and Late Heavy 
Bombardment

• What do binaries tell us about it?



Animation online at
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/skytel/beyondthepage/8594717.html

http://www.skyandtelescope.com/skytel/beyondthepage/8594717.html
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/skytel/beyondthepage/8594717.html


264 H.F. Levison et al. / Icarus 196 (2008) 258–273

Fig. 4. Snapshots taken from one of the simulations of the Nice model in Tsiganis et al. (2005). The big black dot represents Neptune, the small gray dots the particles and
the vertical line the location of the 1:2 MMR with the planet at the corresponding time (reported in the upper left corner of each panel). For illustrative purposes in the last
3 snapshots we have rescaled the semi-major axis unit so that the final position of Neptune in this simulation is the current one. Time, t , is measured since the onset of the
instability of Uranus and Neptune.

of the system. Our techniques will allow us to change one aspect
of the evolution from one run to the other, and study the effect
of this one change on the resulting Kuiper belt. Moreover, if we
realize that some simulations need more particles in order to get
adequate statistics, we can run it again with additional test parti-
cles, and the evolution of the planets will not change.

In the following, we describe, in detail, the three main simula-
tions that we performed, and comment also on two other test runs
that we did for completeness. Each simulation originally contained
60,000 particles and was run for a billion years. In all, each took
at total of 2 CPU years to complete. Thus, we could only perform
a few runs and a complete exploration of parameter space is not
feasible.

4.1. Run A

The initial conditions of all our runs are intended to mimic
the state of the system immediately after the last encounter of
Neptune with Uranus. In Run A, we assume that Neptune has
a = 27.5 AU and e = 0.3, and Uranus has a = 17.5 AU and e = 0.2.
The inclinations of both planets are small, of order 1! , consis-
tent with many of the Nice model simulations after the last en-
counter between Uranus and Neptune (the conservation of the
angular momentum tends to decrease the inclinations of the plan-
ets when they scatter each other onto distant orbits). Jupiter and
Saturn were placed on low-eccentricity, low-inclination orbits with
semi-major axes of 5.2 and 9.6 AU, respectively. The eccentrici-
ties of Uranus and Neptune are assumed to damp on a timescale
of roughly 1 My, although the evolution of the planets are more
complicated than this due, in part, to the interaction of the plan-
ets. The detailed evolution of the planets is shown in Fig. 5.

Before we continue, we must discuss one decision we made
concerning the evolution of Uranus’ orbit that affects our result-
ing Kuiper belts. In the real Solar System, the !8 secular resonance
is at 42 AU. This resonance is very strong and thus can remove
objects on very short timescales (Duncan et al., 1995). Since the
location of this resonance is very sensitive to the semi-major axis

Fig. 5. The imposed evolution of the giant planets in Run A. Each planet is repre-
sented by three curves. The middle one corresponds to the value of the semi-major
axis, the lower one to the value of the perihelion distance q, and the upper one to
the value of the aphelion distance Q .

of Uranus, and Uranus is moving in our simulations, we were con-
cerned that the !8 might inadvertently sweep through the classical
Kuiper belt during our integrations thereby unintentionally con-
taminating the experiment. To avoid this, we forced Uranus to
migrate a little too far from the Sun and arrive at its final location
a little sooner than Neptune (see Fig. 5). Thus, in all our simula-
tions Uranus final semi-major axis is slightly larger than observed
and thus the !8 will be too close to the Sun.

The initial conditions for the disk were inspired by what we see
in the simulations of the Nice model. As we have seen in Fig. 4A,
the disk is naturally divided into an inner hot part and an outer
cold part, with eccentricities up to 0.2–0.3 and 0.1–0.15, respec-
tively. The boundary between these two disks is at the location of
the 1:2 MMR with Neptune at the time of the planetary instabil-
ity, typically at a " 29 AU. The inclinations are also more excited
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Fig. 1. Observed orbital elements distribution of the (KBOs) with orbits determined
from observations over at least three oppositions. We have employed the methods
in Gladman et al. (2008) to classify these objects according to their dynamical be-
havior. In particular, the dots that are black represent objects in one of Neptune’s
mean motion resonances, dots that are green are objects undergoing encounters
with Neptune, and the red dots are non-resonant stable objects. (A) Eccentric-
ity versus semi-major axis. The two curves correspond to q = 30 AU and q = 40.
(B) semi-major axis versus inclination. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Kavelaars et al. (2008) put the fraction of objects in Neptune’s
2:3 MMR alone at !20%.

(ii) The excitation of the eccentricities in the classical belt, which
we define as the collection of stable, non-resonant objects
with a < 48 AU. The median eccentricity of the classical belt
is !0.07. This value is small, but nevertheless it is an order
of magnitude larger than what must have existed when the
Kuiper belt objects (KBOs) formed (Stern and Colwell, 1997a;
Kenyon and Luu, 1998, 1999a, 1999b). It should be noted,
however, that the upper eccentricity boundary of this pop-
ulation (see Fig. 1A) is set by the long-term orbital stability
in this region (Duncan et al., 1995), and thus the classical belt
could have originally contained objects with much larger ec-
centricities.

(iii) The a–e distribution of classical belt objects (see Fig. 1A)
shows another distinct feature that models must explain.
The population of objects on nearly-circular orbits effectively
‘ends’ at about 44 AU, and beyond this location the eccentric-
ity tends to increase with semi-major axis (see Kavelaars et
al., 2008 for a discussion). The lower bound of the bulk of the
a–e distribution in the 44–48 AU range follows a curve that
is steeper than a curve of constant q. Given that the observa-
tional biases are roughly a function of q, the apparent relative
under-density of objects at low eccentricity in the region im-
mediately interior to Neptune’s 1:2 MMR is likely to be a real
feature of the Kuiper belt distribution.

(iv) The outer edge of the classical belt (Fig. 1A). This edge ap-
pears to be precisely at the location of the 1:2 MMR with
Neptune. Again, the under density (or absence) of low eccen-

tricity objects beyond the 1:2 MMR cannot be explained by
observational biases (Trujillo and Brown, 2001; Allen et al.,
2001, 2002).

(v) The inclination distribution in the classical belt. Fig. 1B shows
a cluster of objects with i ! 4" , but also several objects with
much larger inclinations, up to i ! 30" . Observational biases
definitely enhance the low inclination cluster relative to the
large inclination population [the probability of discovery of
an object in an ecliptic survey is roughly proportional to
1/ sin(i)]. However, the cluster persists even when the bi-
ases are taken into account. Brown (2001) argued that the
de-biased inclination distribution is bi-modal and can be fit-
ted with two Gaussian functions, one with a standard devia-
tion ! ! 2" for the low-inclination core, and the other with
! ! 12" for the high inclination population. Since the work
of Brown, the classical population with i < 4" is called ‘cold
population,’ and the higher inclination classical population is
called ‘hot population.’ It is interesting to note that the fact
that most known classical belt objects are members of the
cold population is a result of observational biases. The hot
population actually dominates in total number.

(vi) The correlations between physical properties and orbital dis-
tribution. The cluster of low inclination objects visible in the
(a, i) distribution disappears if one selects only objects with
absolute magnitude H ! 6 (Levison and Stern, 2001). This im-
plies that intrinsically bright objects are under represented in
the cold population. Grundy et al. (2005) have shown that the
objects of the cold population have a larger albedo, on aver-
age, than those of the hot population. Thus, the correlation
found by Levison and Stern implies that the hot population
contains bigger objects. Bernstein et al. (2004) showed that
the hot population has a shallower H distribution than the
cold population, which is consistent with the absence of the
largest objects in the cold belt.
In addition, there is a well known correlation between color
and inclination (Tegler and Romanishin, 2000; Doressoundi-
ram et al., 2001, 2005; Trujillo and Brown, 2002; Elliot et
al., 2005). The hot population objects show a wide range
of colors, from red to gray. Conversely, the cold population
objects are mostly red. In other words, the cold population
shows a significant deficit of gray color bodies relative to the
hot population. The same is true for the objects with q > 39
AU (Doressoundiram et al., 2005). These objects are all red,
regardless of their inclination. If one includes also objects
with smaller q, then a correlation between color and perihe-
lion distance becomes apparent (gray color objects becoming
more abundant at low q).

(vii) The existence of the extended scattered disk, which consists
of stable non-resonant objects with semi-major axes beyond
Neptune’s 1:2 MMR and mainly have perihelion distances
between !30 and !40 AU. These objects have also been
called detached objects. They cannot have been placed on their
current orbits by the current configuration of the planets
and thus supply an important constraint for formation mod-
els. It is important to note that we do not consider Sedna
to be a member of the extended scattered disk. We be-
lieve that this object represents a totally different population
that had a different origin (Morbidelli and Levison, 2004;
Kenyon and Bromley, 2004a; Brasser et al., 2006).

(viii) The mass deficit of the Kuiper belt. The current mass of
the Kuiper belt is very small—estimates range from 0.01 M#
(Bernstein et al., 2004) to 0.1 M# (Gladman et al., 2001).
The uncertainty is due mainly to the conversion from abso-
lute magnitudes to sizes, assumptions about bulk density, and
ambiguities in the size distribution. Whatever the exact mass
really is, there appears to be a significant mass deficit (of
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Fig. 1. Observed orbital elements distribution of the (KBOs) with orbits determined
from observations over at least three oppositions. We have employed the methods
in Gladman et al. (2008) to classify these objects according to their dynamical be-
havior. In particular, the dots that are black represent objects in one of Neptune’s
mean motion resonances, dots that are green are objects undergoing encounters
with Neptune, and the red dots are non-resonant stable objects. (A) Eccentric-
ity versus semi-major axis. The two curves correspond to q = 30 AU and q = 40.
(B) semi-major axis versus inclination. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Kavelaars et al. (2008) put the fraction of objects in Neptune’s
2:3 MMR alone at !20%.

(ii) The excitation of the eccentricities in the classical belt, which
we define as the collection of stable, non-resonant objects
with a < 48 AU. The median eccentricity of the classical belt
is !0.07. This value is small, but nevertheless it is an order
of magnitude larger than what must have existed when the
Kuiper belt objects (KBOs) formed (Stern and Colwell, 1997a;
Kenyon and Luu, 1998, 1999a, 1999b). It should be noted,
however, that the upper eccentricity boundary of this pop-
ulation (see Fig. 1A) is set by the long-term orbital stability
in this region (Duncan et al., 1995), and thus the classical belt
could have originally contained objects with much larger ec-
centricities.

(iii) The a–e distribution of classical belt objects (see Fig. 1A)
shows another distinct feature that models must explain.
The population of objects on nearly-circular orbits effectively
‘ends’ at about 44 AU, and beyond this location the eccentric-
ity tends to increase with semi-major axis (see Kavelaars et
al., 2008 for a discussion). The lower bound of the bulk of the
a–e distribution in the 44–48 AU range follows a curve that
is steeper than a curve of constant q. Given that the observa-
tional biases are roughly a function of q, the apparent relative
under-density of objects at low eccentricity in the region im-
mediately interior to Neptune’s 1:2 MMR is likely to be a real
feature of the Kuiper belt distribution.

(iv) The outer edge of the classical belt (Fig. 1A). This edge ap-
pears to be precisely at the location of the 1:2 MMR with
Neptune. Again, the under density (or absence) of low eccen-

tricity objects beyond the 1:2 MMR cannot be explained by
observational biases (Trujillo and Brown, 2001; Allen et al.,
2001, 2002).

(v) The inclination distribution in the classical belt. Fig. 1B shows
a cluster of objects with i ! 4" , but also several objects with
much larger inclinations, up to i ! 30" . Observational biases
definitely enhance the low inclination cluster relative to the
large inclination population [the probability of discovery of
an object in an ecliptic survey is roughly proportional to
1/ sin(i)]. However, the cluster persists even when the bi-
ases are taken into account. Brown (2001) argued that the
de-biased inclination distribution is bi-modal and can be fit-
ted with two Gaussian functions, one with a standard devia-
tion ! ! 2" for the low-inclination core, and the other with
! ! 12" for the high inclination population. Since the work
of Brown, the classical population with i < 4" is called ‘cold
population,’ and the higher inclination classical population is
called ‘hot population.’ It is interesting to note that the fact
that most known classical belt objects are members of the
cold population is a result of observational biases. The hot
population actually dominates in total number.

(vi) The correlations between physical properties and orbital dis-
tribution. The cluster of low inclination objects visible in the
(a, i) distribution disappears if one selects only objects with
absolute magnitude H ! 6 (Levison and Stern, 2001). This im-
plies that intrinsically bright objects are under represented in
the cold population. Grundy et al. (2005) have shown that the
objects of the cold population have a larger albedo, on aver-
age, than those of the hot population. Thus, the correlation
found by Levison and Stern implies that the hot population
contains bigger objects. Bernstein et al. (2004) showed that
the hot population has a shallower H distribution than the
cold population, which is consistent with the absence of the
largest objects in the cold belt.
In addition, there is a well known correlation between color
and inclination (Tegler and Romanishin, 2000; Doressoundi-
ram et al., 2001, 2005; Trujillo and Brown, 2002; Elliot et
al., 2005). The hot population objects show a wide range
of colors, from red to gray. Conversely, the cold population
objects are mostly red. In other words, the cold population
shows a significant deficit of gray color bodies relative to the
hot population. The same is true for the objects with q > 39
AU (Doressoundiram et al., 2005). These objects are all red,
regardless of their inclination. If one includes also objects
with smaller q, then a correlation between color and perihe-
lion distance becomes apparent (gray color objects becoming
more abundant at low q).

(vii) The existence of the extended scattered disk, which consists
of stable non-resonant objects with semi-major axes beyond
Neptune’s 1:2 MMR and mainly have perihelion distances
between !30 and !40 AU. These objects have also been
called detached objects. They cannot have been placed on their
current orbits by the current configuration of the planets
and thus supply an important constraint for formation mod-
els. It is important to note that we do not consider Sedna
to be a member of the extended scattered disk. We be-
lieve that this object represents a totally different population
that had a different origin (Morbidelli and Levison, 2004;
Kenyon and Bromley, 2004a; Brasser et al., 2006).

(viii) The mass deficit of the Kuiper belt. The current mass of
the Kuiper belt is very small—estimates range from 0.01 M#
(Bernstein et al., 2004) to 0.1 M# (Gladman et al., 2001).
The uncertainty is due mainly to the conversion from abso-
lute magnitudes to sizes, assumptions about bulk density, and
ambiguities in the size distribution. Whatever the exact mass
really is, there appears to be a significant mass deficit (of
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Post planet-scattering Present-day Kuiper Belt

Eccentricity damped 
by dynamical friction

Planetesimals 
scattered outward

N

How did the Kuiper Belt get there?



The Kuiper Belt

• The “Nice Model”

• What do binaries tell us about it?
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Neptune Scattering



Neptune Scattering

Frame of Primary Frame of Neptune

Animation online at
http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/figures/binary_neptune.mov

http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/figures/binary_neptune.mov
http://www.astro.uvic.ca/~alexhp/new/figures/binary_neptune.mov
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Fig. 4.— Results from two sets of 7,500 binary-Neptune integrations. Top panel: “Mobility” of initially tight binaries. Dashed line is
a cumulative histogram of a/RH (or a/RE on top axis) prior to Neptune interactions for surviving binaries with initial a/RH < 0.05.
Solid line is a cumulative histogram of a/RH for the same binaries after interactions. Bottom panel: Probability of destruction of a binary
system as a function of its initial a/RH . Lower and upper dashed lines represent subset of sample with e < 0.2 and e > 0.7, respectively.
Gray line: Results from integrating encounter histories for objects with initial aout > 29AU. Triangles: estimates of a/RE for known wide
binaries.

ries would be required to leave four survivors with su!-
ciently widened orbits behind. Additionally, due the de-
struction of binaries by collisions with interloping Trans-
Neptunian Objects over the age of the Solar System, a
much (at least 10 times) larger primordial population of
wide binaries may be required to produce the remain-
ing population we see today (Petit and Mousis 2004).
Together, these results would require more primordial
binaries than even a binary fraction of 100% would al-
low, suggesting that wide binaries such as 2001 QW322
were not subjected to a period of close encounters with
Neptune. This implies that a component of the Cold
Classical Kuiper Belt was not emplaced by scattering
from lower heliocentric orbits, but either had to form
in situ or be implanted by a gentler mechanism in or-
der to preserve its population of wide binaries. A caveat
is that the evolution of binary properties over the age
of the Solar System is poorly understood, and collisions
or other perturbations may cause primordially tight bi-
naries to widen post-emplacement. If this is the case,
however, we would expect wide binaries to exist in other
Trans-Neptunian populations that have been subjected
to similar long-term collisional evolution as the CCKB.
Binary destruction by Neptune scattering may help

explain the variation of binary fraction between di"er-
ent Trans-Neptunian populations. The binary fraction is
much lower in the high-i (Hot) component of the Classi-
cal Kuiper Belt than in the low-i component (Noll et al.

2008b). L08 illustrate that objects captured in the Hot
Classical Kuiper Belt via the mechanisms presented in
Gomes (2003) interacted with Neptune for significantly
longer than simulated in this work (! 107 years). If the
Hot Classical Kuiper Belt was emplaced in large part by
these mechanisms, a significant fraction of its initial bi-
nary population may have been destroyed. This would
naturally decrease the binary fraction of this population
without appealing to variations in the original formation
mechanism of Trans-Neptunian Binaries.
The orbital properties of known binaries presented in

this work (excluding 2001 QW322) are based on a number
of assumptions, and should be regarded with caution. We
have obtained full astrometric orbital solutions for all bi-
naries discussed here, and our results remain unchanged
using the new, accurate values. These orbital solutions
will be presented in an upcoming paper.
The two known binary Centaurs (Grundy et al. 2008;

Grundy et al. 2007) are actively interacting with the
giant planets, and have dynamical lifetimes of order 1-
100 Myr (Tiscareno and Malhotra 2003). If we take our
simulations of encounters with Neptune as a baseline for
estimating the probability of disruption of these binary
systems over their lifetimes as Centaurs, we see that for
systems as tight as these (with a/RE of order!20), prob-
ability of disruption after ! 1 Myr is fairly low (15-20%),
but their survival over tens of Myr is quite unlikely. Their
existence likely reflects the di"erent encounter histories

Unlikely for initially narrow 
binary to become wide

Initially wide binaries 
destroyed

Measured binaries

Neptune Scattering: Results



Summary
• Binaries in the Kuiper Belt tell us about the past and 

present conditions in the outer Solar System

• Suggest a gentle history, and hint that the 
classical picture of steady accretion needs to 
be modified

• Large collisions are not common on a per-
object basis, but we may be able to see them

• Neptune could not move “cold” classicals



What’s next?

• NASA’s New Horizons

• Mission to Pluto: flyby in 2015

• Flyby of one or more Kuiper Belt Objects in 
following years

• Currently searching for candidate KBOs


